A general computer program to solve the electromagnetic induction problem for an arbitrary sheet current source over a half space with up to three layers is given. The arbitrary source is constructed from a number of elementary sources by superposition. A description of the program is included. A sample run to illustrate the use of the program is given.
Introduction
Calculations to solve the problem of electromagnetic induction in the Earth have been undertaken by many workers. In most cases either uniform or relatively simple non-uniform sources have been employed. More general natural source configurations exist and various ones have been observed experimentally (Kisabeth t Rostoker
1971).
In electromagnetic induction studies for magnetotelluric work as well as for geomagnetic deep sounding natural sources are used. It is advantageous to be able to represent non-uniform source fields and to calculate their effects over layered media in order to enable the removal of source effects from the observed data as one aspect of data reduction from such studies.
In this work a general computer program is given to solve the electromagnetic induction problem for an arbitrary sheet current source over a layered half space with up to three layers.
Description of the program
The general two-dimensional program for a sheet current source with an arbitrary intensity distribution is composed of two programs in which the solution for a general source is constructed from a number of elementary sources by superposition. The first program calculates the field components over a two-dimensional grid with a layered subsurface due to a current source with a Gaussian spatial intensity distribution of small half width (termed an elemental Gaussian). The second program combines the solutions for the field components of a number of spatially shifted elemental Gaussian sources such that a rectangular distribution of current intensity is closely approximated. With an appropriate change in parameters the second program is also used to approximate the arbitrary current intensity distribution in a piecewise continuous manner by weighting a number of spatially shifted rectangular current distributions in accordance with the trapezoidal rule. The solution for the field components due to the arbitrary source and the layered subsurface is thus obtained.
The progranl ELEMENTAL GAUSSIAN
The ELEMENTAL GAUSSIAN program consists of a main program and two subprograms, IXTEG The main program calculates the field component values at a specified number of points (AT) along a level at a constant height for positive y values for a Gaussian current distribution at z o = -lhl.
The integrations for E Z , H,," and H," are performed through the call to INTEG. The integration subroutine (INTEG) calls the subroutine CONST in which the integrands, excluding the terms cos (sy) for Ex and H , and sin (sy) for H , (see Paper I), are calculated for all values of s at the specified level. For Ex the integrand is:
(An exp ( -& , z ) + B , exp (Onz)} C(s).cos (sy).
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C(s) is as given in equation (2) of Paper I. Upon returning to INTEG the integration is performed by the use of Filon's method (Tranter 1965) . The main program then writes the electric and magnetic field values for that level on a file or magnetic tape. This process is then repeated for subsequent levels.
. The program RECTAZOID
This program sums a finite number of elemental Gaussian solutions to obtain an approximate solution for a rectangular current distribution. The user specifies the number of elemental Gaussians to approximate the rectangular current distribution and assigns their source coefficients the magnitude one. The elemental Gaussian solution for positive values of y calculated by the previous program is read into both positive and negative y regions. In this, the vertical magnetic field quantities must be made negative in the negative y region since the vertical magnetic field is asymmetric about the origin. This solution is then shifted and summed to approximate the rectangular current solution. The result is then stored. This program is again used to give the solution for a piecewise continuous source composed of a summation of rectangular current sources. The general source configuration must be digitized by the use at regular intervals (equal to the width of the rectangles) and these source coefficients are then supplied to the program in the array SA. The general solution is obtained by superimposing rectangular source solutions which are shifted with respect to one another and multiplied by the appropriate source coefficients in accordance with the trapezoidal rule. The final solution is thus obtained for the layered Earth and is that of a piecewise continuous source which approximates a continuous source. The listing of RECTAZOID is given in Figs 7 and 8. 
Various parameters and their effects on the solution
In the programs many parameters can be varied and the values of these can affect the accuracy of the final solution. It is important to consider these parameters and the reasons for choosing their values. 
Eleriieiital gaussiarr
The final result depends greatly upon the accuracy of the elemental Gaussian solution. The important parameters here are B, N5 and N8.
For half widths of approximately 10 km the source function C(s) is governed by the term exp (szo). Therefore, B should be taken to be at least ten times the damping constant (l/lzol) for a source in free space (see Hermance & Peltier 1970) . For a layered-earth model a value of 0.8 x A total of 4OOO integration intervals (2*N5) is sufficient for a half width (HW) of 1-10 km. This value of N5 improves the accuracy of the apparent resistivity curves or larger will be satisfactory. 463 quantity (N8-1) represents the number of points between calculated values. In all cases except the sample run N8 was set equal to 10. If this value is made too large the solution will be less accurate, especially when the field solutions are shifted and added.
RECTAZOID
The parameters in RECTAZOID which most affect the results are NSOUR and NSHIFT. When synthesizing the rectangular source the best approximation is obtained when the adjaccnt elemental Gaussians are one half width apart. Because of this, NSHIFT is equal to the half width in kilometres. When arbitrary source currents are approximated NSHIFT is equal to the width of the rectangles. The width of the rectangular source specified by Nsom can also affect the accuracy of the solution. The normalized values of H , are most affected by the source geometry and coarse rectangular approximations to the arbitrary source configuration can noticeably affect these profiles.
Sample run
Sample calculations have been made and the results of this run are given in Figs 9, 10, 11 and 12.
The sample run has been designed to provide an easy verification of the program. The total running time to obtain the results given here is approximately 40 s on the IBM 360/67 at the University of Alberta. In the ELEMENTAL GAUSSIAN program for this example only three points are calculated and the remaining ones are obtained through linear interpolation. A single value of 50 must be supplied for the Z array since the fields are obtained for the surface level. The value of N T was 2001 and N5 was taken to be 20. The other parameters are as specified in Fig. 9 . Fig. 10 gives the parameters used in RECI'AZOID to construct the 30-km rectangular source. Since only vertical magnetic field data are produced in this run NHZ must be set equal to 1 to ensure the non-symmetry of the H, field. The value of NHZ must be taken as 1 in construction of the rectangular source, but when synthesizing the arbitrary source from these rectangles NHZ must equal zero. The arbitrary source consists of fourteen rectangular sources weighted as indicated in the source array S A given in Fig. 11 . The third rectangular current source is positioned at the origin as indicated by NSC. The parameters of Fig. 12 produce the vertical magnetic field associated with this source and these field values are given as well in Fig. 12 . If the electric field or the horizontal magnetic field is desired, the elemental Gaussian data for those fields could be operated upon by RECTAZOID to produce the desired field. In these latter two cases all parameters for REETAZOID would remain the same as before, except for N H Z which would be set equal to zero. 
